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As of 03-25-21 
BILL 
# 

 RS # INTRODUCED BY               SUBJECT DATE OF 
HEARING 

FINAL ACTION/ 
COMMITEE 

2007  0068 Rep. Proehl for KCC Updating motor carrier laws and regulation of 
motor carriers by the state corporation 
commission 

1-26   2-02 BP 

2014  0066 Rep. Williams Permitting military surplus vehicles to register 
with the division of vehicles for road use 

1-28   2-02 BPA 

2015  0067 Rep. Williams Providing distinctive license plates for current 
and veteran members of the United States army, 
navy, air force and coast guard. 

 2-09   2-11 BPA, 
contents moved to 
Sub HB2166 

2019  0160 Rep. Francis Designating bridges on United States highway 
54 in Seward County as the Jack Tayler 
memorial bridge and Max Zimmerman 
memorial bridge. 

  2-10  2-23 BP, contents 
moved into 
HB2247, as 
amended 

2100  0427 Rep. Rhiley Designating a bridge on United States highway 
166 in Cowley county as the SGT Tyler A. 
Juden memorial bridge. 

  n/a 2-23 Amended 
into HB2019. BPA  

2107  0424 Rep. Collins Regulating funeral processions and creating a 
violation for not properly yielding to funeral 
processions. 

  2-02   2-04 BPA  

2132  0417 Rep. Carlson Designating a bridge on United States highway 
77 as the PFC Loren H Larson memorial bridge. 

  2-10  2-23 BP, contents 
moved to HB2247  

2164  0062 Rep Delperdang Requiring drivers to proceed with due caution 
when passing stationary vehicles displaying 
hazard warning lights and providing a penalty 
for violation. 

  2-03    2-04 BP 

2165  0063 Rep Delperdang Providing for all vehicles more than 35 years old 
to qualify as an antique vehicle. 

  2-03     2-04 BPA 

2166  0087 Rep Hoheisel Providing for Braden’s Hope distinctive license 
plates and changing the requirements to begin 
production on distinctive license plates. 

  2-09  2-11 BP, contents 
moved into Sub 
HB2166 

2167  0606 Rep Proehl Permitting concrete mixer trucks and requiring 
dump trucks to display license plates on front of 
vehicle. 

  2-03     2-04 BP 

2168  0493 Rep Jacobs Decreasing the plate commitment and cost 
requirement for new distinctive license plate 
production 

  n/a    n/a 



2169  0030 Rep Mason Providing for the proud educator license 
distinctive plate and decreasing the plate 
commitment prior to production. 

  2-09   2-11 BP, contents 
moved into Sub 
HB2166 

2193  0808 Rep. Finney Prohibiting an application fee for driver’ license 
reinstatements, removing additional suspension 
period when convicted of driving while 
suspended and limiting reinstatement fee to one 
per case. 

  2-11    2-25 BPA 

2194   Reps Finney and 
Ohaebosim 

Processing for the alpha kappa distinctive 
license plate. 

  2-09  2-11 BP, contents 
moved to Sub 
HB2166 

2201  0727 Sec. Lorenz Decreasing the Eisenhower legacy transportation 
program alternate delivery project threshold, 
authorizing usage of federal stimulus funds and 
KDOT bonding authority. 

  2-16   2-18 BPA 

2216  0828 Rep. Coleman Establishing maximum towing rates and 
standard procedures for wrecker and towing 
services. 

  n/a     n/a 

2217  0808 Rep. Finney Exclude 90 day wait period and providing for 
the elimination and delay of payment for certain 
fees for restricted driving privileges. 

   n/a      n/a 

2245  0877  Rep. Eric Smith Permitting the division of vehicles to collect 
emergency contact information for registration 
purposes and permitting law enforcement 
agencies to use such information in case of 
emergency. 

  2-24    2-25 BP 

2246  0782 Rep. Sutton Excluding air bags from the definition of cost of 
repairs for salvage vehicles. 

  n/a      n/a 

2247  0763 Rep. Rahjes Designating a portion of K-67 highway as the 
CO 1 Trenton J. Brinkman memorial highway. 

 2-16   2-23 BPA 

2263  0725  Gary Robbins Approving the operation and use of electric-
assisted bicycles and regulating the use thereof. 

 2-17   2-24 BPA 

2294  0761 Rep. Awerkamp Requiring any individual or agency selling an 
abandoned or towed vehicle to acquire a 
certificate of title from the division of vehicles 
before the sale. 

    n/a     n/a 
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 Rep. Adam Smith 
 
 
 
 
 

Exempting municipal motor grader vehicle 
operators from Kansas uniform commercial 
drivers’ license act requirement. 
 

  2-17 
 
 
 
 
 

   2-25 BP 
 
 
 
 
 



2296 0899 KDOT Permitting the secretary of transportation to 
contract with the Kansas turnpike authority to 
enforce toll payments and permitting the 
secretary of transportation to use tolls to support 
public transit and other improvements on a toll 
project. 

2-16   2-18 BPA 

2337   Rep. Coleman Creating a misdemeanor for causing an injury to 
a vulnerable road user. 

    n/a   n/a 

2341   Rep. Coleman Permitting vehicle manufacturers to be vehicle 
dealers and creating an interest rate cap for 
motor vehicle loans. 

    n/a   n/a 

2379   Comm. On Insurance 
and Pensions 

Enacting the peer-to-peer vehicle sharing act to 
provide insurance, liability, recordkeeping and 
consumer protection requirements for peer-to-
peer vehicle sharing. 

  2-24   2-25 BPA 

*Indicates bills individually introduced not through the Committee 
 
 

  2021 Senate Bills 
                                                          

19 Designating a portion of United States highway 77 as the CPL 
Allen E Oatney and SP4 Gene A Myers memorial highway. 

  3-10  3-16 BPA. Contents moved 
into SB26.  

20 Designating a portion of United States highway 69 as the 
Senator Dennis Wilson Memorial Highway 

    n/a  3-1 Amended into HB2247 
on the Floor 

26 Designating a portion of K-7 as the Senator Bud Burke 
Memorial Highway 

  3-10  3-16 BPA. Contents moved to 
H Sub f/ SB26.   

33 Providing for display show licenses under the vehicle dealers 
and manufacturers licensing act. 

  2-23  2-24 BP, 3-18 Contents 
amended into H Sub f/ SB99 

36 Permitting employees of salvage vehicle pools to perform 
vehicle identification number inspections and salvage vehicle 
pools and dealers to apply for ownership documents for vehicles 
that are disclaimed by insurance companies. 

  2-23    3-18  BPA 

67 Expanding the definitions of all-terrain vehicles and recreational 
off-highway vehicles. 

  3-11  3-16  BPA 

68 Establishing a fee on firefighter distinctive license plate   3-10  3-16  BPA. Contents moved 
into SB69.  

69 Providing for the love, Chloe foundation distinctive license 
plate. 

  3-10   3-16  BPA. Contents moved 
into H Sub f/SB69 

95 Exempting motor vehicle odometer reading recording 
requirements when such recording requirements are exempted 
by federal law. 

  3-11    3-16  BPA 

99 Increasing bond amount required for a vehicle dealer license.    3-11  3-16  BPA. Inserted contents 
of SB33 and SB99 into H Sub 
f/ SB99.   



                        
                       2021 Senate Bills Continued 

  

    

101 Approving the operation and use of electric-assisted bicycles 
and regulating the use thereof. 

  n/a     n/a 

116 Decreasing the Eisenhower legacy transportation program 
alternate delivery project threshold, authorizing usage of federal 
stimulus funds and KDOT bonding authority. 

    n/a     n/a 

127 Modifying the eligibility requirements for restricted driving 
privileges, increasing the age for eligibility to renew rivers’ 
licenses online to 65 and allowing drivers’ license renewal 
notices to be sent electronically. 

  3-17   3-24  BPA 

131 Regulating funeral processions and permitting funeral escorts to 
direct traffic for funeral processions. 

  n/a   n/a 

167 Classifying certain public utility motor vehicles as authorized 
emergency vehicles without a designation by county 
commissioners. 

  3-17   3-24  BPA. Contents moved 
to H Sub for SB167 

 
 
 

 


